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Land Surface Emissivity Retrieval From
Different VNIR and TIR Sensors
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Abstract—This paper discusses the application and adaptation
of two existing operational algorithms for land surface emissivity
(ε) retrieval from different operational satellite/airborne sensors
with bands in the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) and thermal
IR (TIR) regions: 1) the temperature and emissivity separation
algorithm, which retrieves ε only from TIR data and 2) the
normalized-difference vegetation index thresholds method, in
which ε is retrieved from VNIR data.

Index Terms—Fractional vegetation cover (FVC), land surface
emissivity, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), tem-
perature and emissivity separation (TES), thermal infrared (TIR).

I. INTRODUCTION

LAND SURFACE emissivity (ε) is a proportionality factor
that scales blackbody radiance (Planck’s law) to predict

emitted radiance, and it is the efficiency of transmitting thermal
energy across the surface into the atmosphere. In this sense, ε
must be known in order to estimate land-surface temperature
accurately from radiance measurements. Knowledge of the
ε spectrum is also useful for terrestrial and planetary geo-
logic studies to map surface materials based on differences in
wavelength-dependent spectral features [1].

The recovery of ε from thermal infrared (TIR) remotely
sensed data requires the solution of two main problems:
1) the radiances measured by the sensor are affected by the
contribution of the atmosphere (absorption and reemission by
atmospheric gases, mainly water vapor in the TIR region) and
2) the underdetermined nature of thermal measurements, in
which temperature and emissivity are coupled (for N spectral
bands, there will be N + 1 unknowns, N emissivities, plus a
single land-surface temperature). The first problem refers to the
atmospheric correction or compensation, whereas the second
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problem refers to the temperature and emissivity separation
(TES). From a theoretical point of view, these problems can
be dealt with the radiative-transfer equation applied to a certain
wavelength (λ) in the TIR region

Lλ = ελBλ(Ts)τλ + (1 − ελ)Ldλτλ + Luλ (1)

where L is the radiance reaching the sensor from the ground
surface, B(Ts) is the Planck radiation function, τ is the at-
mospheric transmittance for the path between the surface and
the sensor, Lu is the upwelling atmospheric radiance for the
same path, and Ld is the hemispherical downwelling radiance
from the entire sky. All these spectral variables represent aver-
age values according to the filter functions of the sensor bands
considered. The first term on the right side in (1) is the surface
emission attenuated by the atmosphere, the second term is the
ground-reflected atmospheric radiance also attenuated by the
atmosphere, and the third term is the atmospheric emission
itself. If we consider the radiance coming from the surface
(effective surface radiance or land-leaving radiance) as

Lsλ = ελBλ(Ts) + (1 − ελ)Ldλ (2)

(2) becomes

Lλ = Lsλτλ + Luλ (3)

and, then, the atmospheric compensation reduces to

Lsλ =
Lλ − Luλ

τλ
. (4)

The quantity Ls, which is given by (2), shows, explicitly, the
coupling between ε and Ts, but it also shows that there still
remains an atmospheric contribution, which is coupled to the
emissivity. This fact can be considered as a third problem in the
recovery of ε from TIR data.

Even when the atmospheric parameters (τ , Ld, and Lu)
are known, because of the coupling between ε and T , a
number of methods have been explored to constrain the extra
degree of freedom, among others, the Alpha-Derived Emis-
sivity (ADE) method [2], Day/Night Methods (DNM) [3],
Emissivity Bounds Method (EBM) [4], Graybody Emissiv-
ity Method (GEM) [5], mean Maximum–Minimum-Difference
(MMD) method [6], Reference-Channel Method (RCM) [7],
Normalized-Emissivity Method (NEM) [8], Ratio Algorithm
(RA) [9], Temperature-Independent Spectral Indices (TISI)
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[10], or methods based on Image CLassification (ICL) [11].
Most of the constraints of these methods were analyzed in
the study in [12]. Briefly, DNM require acquisitions twice a
day and perfectly coregistered, and they assume that day/night
emissivity differences are negligible, which is not usually true
due to dew (except for arid regions); ADE, RCM, NEM, RA,
and TISI methods only provide relative emissivity values; ICL
methods require a priori knowledge of the emissivity values to
be assigned to each class; EBM also needs a priori knowledge
of emissivity; the assumption involved in the GEM of graybody
behavior is not usually accomplished; the MMD method is use-
ful for retrieving emissivities, but it is included and improved
in the TES algorithm that will be presented later.

The limitations of the different existing methods and the
availability of multispectral TIR data foreseen with the launch
of the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflec-
tion Radiometer (ASTER) led to the development of a new
algorithm in determining land-surface temperatures and the
emissivity spectra, which is referred to as TES algorithm [12].
Since the TES algorithm requires multispectral TIR data, meth-
ods based on normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
estimations from visible and near-infrared (VNIR) data have
been also developed for applications to sensors without multi-
spectral TIR capabilities, as for example, the NDVI THresholds
Method (NDVITHM) [13]. TES and NDVITHM are very useful
for retrieving surface emissivities from remote-sensing data
collected by sensors onboard satellites in an operational way,
and the authors think that these two methods are currently
the best candidates for this purpose, despite that TES and
NDVITHM algorithms fail for graybodies and senescent veg-
etation, respectively.

This paper presents an overview of the application of TES
algorithm and NDVITHM in recovering surface emissivities
from different operational sensors, as well as its application
to airborne sensors used in different field campaigns. Methods
for retrieving ε from ground-based measurements are also
reminded, which can be useful to obtain “ground-truth” data
to test the results extracted from remote-sensing images.

II. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

A. TES Algorithm

TES algorithm was developed by the authors of [12] to
produce Standard Products of surface temperature and emis-
sivity from ASTER data. It uses land-leaving radiance (2) and
downwelling sky irradiance (Ld) as input, providing a first
guess for surface temperatures and emissivities using the NEM.
The results are improved by applying another two modules:
the RATIO module, which computes relative emissivities (beta
spectrum), and the MMD module, which uses a semiempiri-
cal relation determined from laboratory spectra, between the
minimum emissivity and spectral contrast (MMD). Despite the
fact that the TES method was designed to retrieve surface
emissivities within about 0.015 and surface temperatures within
about 1.5 K, some problems have been found due to inaccura-
cies in atmospheric compensation, and inaccuracies over some
surfaces was not accomplished using the relation between min-

imum emissivity and MMD [14], [15]. Some modifications to
the algorithm have been tested to solve, in part, these problems
[16]. The TES algorithm requires multispectral TIR data (at
least four TIR bands) to work.

B. NDVI Thresholds Method

Different approaches have been used to predict land surface
emissivity from NDVI values [17], [18]. In this section, we
describe the NDVITHM, which is first introduced by [13]
and applied to Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) data, and later compared with other methods and
adapted to other sensors, as will be commented later.

NDVITHM uses certain NDVI values (thresholds) to distin-
guish between soil pixels (NDVI < NDVIs) and pixels of full
vegetation (NDVI > NDVIv). For those pixels composed of
soil and vegetation (mixed pixels, NDVIs ≤ NDVI ≤ NDVIv),
the method uses the following simplified equation:

ελ = εvλPV + εsλ(1 − PV ) + Cλ (5)

where εv and εs are, respectively, the soil and vegetation emis-
sivities, PV is the proportion of vegetation (also referred to as
fractional vegetation cover, FVC), and C is a term which takes
into account the cavity effect due to surface roughness (C = 0
for flat surfaces). Using the geometrical model proposed by the
authors in [19], the cavity term for a mixed area and near-nadir
view is given by

Cλ = (1 − εsλ)εvλF ′(1 − PV ) (6)

where F ′ is a geometrical factor ranging between zero and one,
depending on the geometrical distribution of the surface. Since
F ′ cannot be estimated from VNIR/TIR remote-sensing data, a
mean value is generally chosen [13].

PV values are obtained from the NDVI according to [20]

PV =
(

NDVI − NDVIs
NDVIV − NDVIs

)2

. (7)

Over particular areas, NDVIv and NDVIs values can be ex-
tracted from the NDVI histogram. Values of NDVIv = 0.5 and
NDVIs = 0.2 were proposed by the authors in [13] to apply the
method in global conditions. In order to obtain consistent values
of PV, it must be set to zero for pixels with NDVI < NDVIs and
set to one for pixels with NDVI > NDVIv.

When NDVI > NDVIv, the pixel is considered as fully
vegetated (PV = 1), and then, (5) reduces to ελ = εvλ + Cλ.
Typical constant values of εv = 0.985 and C = 0.005 are con-
sidered for these kind of pixels, so a value of 0.99 for fully
vegetated pixels is finally set. Note that (6) is only valid for a
mixed area, so this expression does not reflect the cavity effects
produced in a rough but homogeneous area.

NDVITHM estimates the surface emissivity for pixels of bare
soil (NDVI < NDVIs) from reflectivity values (ρred) obtained
with a sensor band located in the red region (for example, using
AVHRR band 1). The relationship between emissivities and red
reflectivities is assumed to be linear, and the coefficients are
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obtained from laboratory spectra of soils and statistical fits. The
NDVITHM can be summarized as follows:

ελ =




aλ + bλρred, NDVI < NDVIs
εvλPV + εsλ

×(1 − PV ) + Cλ, NDVIs ≤ NDVI ≤ NDVIv
εvλ + Cλ, NDVI > NDVIv.

(8)

The problem of the NDVITHM described until now is the lack
of continuity for emissivity values at NDVI = NDVIs, since
they are calculated in different ways. The continuity at NDVI =
NDVIv is not guaranteed neither, since the cavity term given
by (6) is not applicable when NDVI > NDVIv, as has been
highlighted before. In addition, the estimation of the cavity term
from remote-sensing data is a critical question, and the method
only provides acceptable results in the 10–12-µm interval.
Thus, the relation between ε and ρred for bare-soil samples
does not provide satisfactory results for band emissivities at
8–9.5 µm in certain kind of soils. These problems can be
formally solved by simplifying the NDVITHM presented in (8).
For this purpose, the cavity term is not considered, and the
expression for the surface emissivity when NDVI < NDVIs
is just reduced to the soil emissivity. These simplifications,
hereinafter referred to as SNDVITHM (simplified NDVITHM),
are summarized as follows:

ελ =

{ εsλ, NDVI < NDVIs
εsλ + (εvλ − εsλ)PV , NDVIs ≤ NDVI ≤ NDVIv
εvλ, NDVI > NDVIv.

(9)

It can be observed that continuity at NDVI = NDVIs (PV =
0) and NDVI = NDVIv (PV = 1) is accomplished in (9), but
the application of the SNDVITHM requires the knowledge of
the soil-emissivity spectrum when NDVI < NDVIs. In theory,
over mixed pixels (NDVIs ≤ NDVI ≤ NDVIv), the NDVITHM

could use soil emissivities estimated from red reflectivity over
neighboring pixels accomplishing NDVI < NDVIs as input,
thus, without requiring a priori knowledge of soil emissivities.
However, in practice, mean values are chosen in order to apply
(8) to mixed pixels. In this case, the soil influence is lower
with increasing PV, and for low-resolution sensors with bands
located in the 10–12-µm spectral region, variations of soil
emissivity are low, which justifies the selection of a mean value.

Note that NDVITHM (or SNDVITHM) can be applied over
surfaces composed by soil and vegetation. Over surfaces like
water, ice, or snow, one can apply another NDVI threshold
(e.g., NDVI < 0 for water) or use other indexes to discriminate
these kind of pixels and, then, to assign emissivity values, which
are commonly well known for these areas. Problems arise over
other kind of surfaces, such as rocks, which could be classified
as bare-soil pixels (except for rocks with a spectrum falling
within the linear relation with ρred in the case of the NDVITHM

or rocks with a similar spectrum than the chosen soil in the case
of the SNDVITHM). This problem is somehow minimized when
working with low spatial resolution data, since it is not common
to find rocks at 1-km scale.

C. Methods for Emissivity Retrieval From
Ground-Based Measurements

It is important to retrieve surface emissivities from ground-
based measurements, since they could be used to test the
emissivity products obtained from remote-sensing data after
applying one of the existing algorithms. In situ measurements
of bare soils can be also used as input in the NDVITHM

or SNDVITHM. Emissivity spectra of terrestrial materials can
be measured using sophisticated procedures, as, for example,
the directional hemispherical reflectance measurements carried
out with a spectrometer in the laboratory and converted to
emissivities using the Kirchhoff’s law [21], [22]. However, in
this section, we will refer to methods that allow the emissivity
retrieval from field (or laboratory) measurements carried out
with commercial radiometers and accessible mechanisms of
low or moderate cost. For this purpose, the box method [23]
and the TES algorithm applied to ground-based measurements
[24], [25] has been considered. The box method can be also
used in the laboratory per se, whereas the TES algorithm can be
applied in the laboratory after heating the sample to minimize
the effect of the environmental irradiance. The TES algorithm
can be also applied to laboratory measurements without heating
the sample using measurements carried out with the box as
input [25]. Note that the box method can be applied to any
thermal band, whereas the TES algorithm requires four or five
TIR narrow bands.

III. IMAGERY AND FIELD DATA

A. Satellite Sensors

The methods discussed in this paper have been applied to the
following well-known operational sensors: AVHRR onboard
the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration platform;
Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) on-
board the ENVIronmental SATellite; Spinning Enhanced Vis-
ible and IR Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG1/Meteosat-8); Moderate Resolution Imag-
ing Spectrometer (MODIS) onboard the TERRA and AQUA
platforms; Thematic Mapper (TM) onboard the LANDSAT-5
platform; Compact High-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(CHRIS) onboard the PRoject for OnBoard Autonomy
(PROBA) platform; and the ASTER onboard the TERRA
platform.

AVHRR and AATSR are low-resolution sensors, with a
spatial resolution of around 1 km and two TIR bands. Both
sensors have at least two VNIR bands, which is useful for
computing the NDVI (bands 1 and 2 in the case of AVHRR
and bands 2 and 3 in the case of AATSR). SEVIRI sensor
is also a low-resolution sensor (pixel size of 3 km at nadir)
with five TIR bands in the 8–14-µm spectral region. However,
two TIR bands are located in the absorption regions (ozone
at 9.7 µm and carbon dioxide at 13.4 µm). NDVI can be
calculated from bands 1 and 2, or VIS0.6 and VIS0.8, following
notation provided by the Organization for the Exploitation
of Meteorological Satellites. MODIS sensor has 36 spectral
bands, with a spatial resolution for bands 1 and 2 (the ones
used for NDVI calculations) of 250 m. It has eight TIR bands
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF VNIR AND TIR BANDS AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION FOR THE

SATELLITE SENSORS CONSIDERED IN THIS PAPER. CHRIS
CHARACTERISTICS REFER TO ACQUISTION MODE 1

(from 29 to 36) in the 8–14-µm spectral region, with a spatial
resolution of 1 km, but only bands 29, 31, and 32 are located in
an atmospheric window.

LANDSAT-5 TM is a multispectral and high/moderate-
spatial-resolution sensor with six bands located in the VNIR/
Short Wave IR (SWIR) region (bands 3 and 4 being the ones
used in the NDVI), with a spatial resolution of 30 m, and
one TIR band (band 6) with a spatial resolution of 120 m.
LANDSAT-7 Enhanced TM Plus data improves the spatial
resolution of TM thermal band, with 60 m, and it also includes a
panchromatic band (15 m). Technical problems associated with
this sensor have limited its use in quantitative analysis, so it is
not included in this paper.

PROBA–CHRIS system is a technology-demonstration ex-
periment to take advantage of autonomous pointing capabilities
of a generic platform for Earth-observation purposes. It pro-
vides high spatial resolution hyperspectral/multiangular data.
CHRIS measures over the VNIR bands from 400 to 1050 nm,
with a minimum spectral sampling interval ranging between
1.25 (at 400 nm) and 11 nm (at 1000 nm). It can operate in
different modes, thus compromising the number of spectral
bands and the spatial resolution because of storage reasons.
CHRIS images, used in this paper, were acquired in Mode 1
(62 spectral bands and 34 m as spatial resolution).

ASTER is the only satellite sensor with multispectral TIR
capabilities needed for applying the TES algorithm. It has three
VNIR bands (two and three used in the NDVI) with a spatial
resolution of 15 m, nine SWIR bands at 30 m, and five TIR
bands at 90 m.

Table I provides a brief summary of the number of VNIR and
TIR bands for these sensors, as well as the spatial resolution.

B. Airborne Sensors

Airborne imagery collected in the framework of different
field campaigns and over particular areas has also been used
in this paper. Airborne sensors have a better spectral resolu-
tion than satellite sensors, and due to low altitude in which
the flights are performed, they provide high spatial resolution
images, with pixel sizes of only a few meters. In this case, we
have used the Digital Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (DAIS)
and the Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner (AHS).

DAIS sensor is a high-resolution optical spectrometer oper-
ated by the German Aerospace Center. It has 79 bands covering

TABLE II
DAIS SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS. VALUES OF EFFECTIVE

WAVELENGTH FOR TIR BANDS ARE ALSO GIVEN

TABLE III
AHS SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS. VALUES OF EFFECTIVE

WAVELENGTH FOR TIR BANDS ARE ALSO GIVEN

the VNIR (32 bands), SWIR (8 + 32 bands), Mid IR (MIR)
(one band), and TIR (six bands) spectral ranges. The DAIS
scan mechanism is a Kennedy type, with an Instantaneous Field
of View (IFOV) of 3.3 mrad and a FOV of ±26◦. Spectral
characteristics of the DAIS sensor are given in Table II.

The AHS sensor was developed by SensyTech Inc. (currently
ArgonST, USA), and it is operated by the Spanish Institute of
Aeronautics onboard its aircraft CASA 212–200 Paternina. It
has 80 spectral bands covering the VNIR (20 bands), SWIR
(1 + 42 bands), MIR (seven bands), and TIR (ten bands). The
optical design is composed by a scan mirror plus Cassegrain-
type afocal telescope with a single IFOV determining field stop
(Pfund assembly). AHS has an IFOV of 2.5 mrad and a FOV of
±45◦. Spectral characteristics are summarized in Table III.

C. Field Campaigns and Laboratory Measurements

Field measurements, and most of the imagery included in
this paper, were collected in the framework of field campaigns
carried out over different areas. We provide, in this section, a
brief explanation of the different field campaigns and test areas.

The European Space Agency carries out a number of
airborne campaigns to support geophysical-algorithm develop-
ment, calibration/validation, and the simulation of future space-
borne Earth-observation missions. The DAIS experiments were
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performed in 1998, 1999, and 2000 (DAISEX-1998, DAISEX-
1999, and DAISEX-2000), the SPECTRA Barrax Campaign
conducted in 2003 and 2004 (SPARC-2003 and SPARC-2004),
and the Sentinel-2 and Fluorescence Experiment performed in
2005 (SEN2FLEX-2005) are samples of these campaigns. All
these field campaigns were carried out in the Barrax test site,
situated in the west of the province of Albacete (Spain), 28 km
from the capital town (39◦3′ N, 2◦6′ W, 700 m). The land
use in the 10 000-ha area is approximately 65% dry land (of
which 67% are winter cereals and 33% fallow land) and 35%
irrigated land (corn 75%; barley/sunflower 15%; alfalfa 5%;
onions 2.9%; and vegetables 2.1%). The Barrax area includes
three agro-meteorological stations [26].

An intensive series of field experiments were conducted in
Morocco from March 3–17, 2003. This field experiment was
included in the WATer-use Efficiency in natural vegetation and
agricultural areas by Remote sensing in the MEDiterranean
basin project, whose description is given by [27]. Measure-
ments of emissivity and surface radiometric temperature were
carried out concurrently with the AATSR overpass. The study
area where the experimental field campaign took place was
located between 31◦39′ and 31◦41′ N latitude and between
7◦33′ and 7◦38′ W longitude, on the River Tensift basin in the
east of Marrakech (Morocco), 600 m above sea level [28].

The instrumentation involved in the field measurements
included single-band (RAYTEK ST6, RAYTEK Thermalert
MID, and OPTRIS MiniSight Plus) and multiband (CIMEL
models CE-312-1 and CE-312-2) thermal radiometers. Among
these instruments, the CIMEL model CE-312-2 is remarkable
for its similarity with the ASTER TIR bands, which allows
the application of the TES algorithm for recovering surface
emissivities from ground-based measurements, as discussed in
Section II-C. Fig. 1 shows the filter functions of the CIMEL
bands. Calibration sources (black bodies, EVEREST model
1000, and GALAI model 204-P) were also used. A diffuse-
reflectance standard plate (model Labsphere Infragold) was
used to estimate the sky irradiance.

Samples of bare soil were collected in the Barrax area and
also measured in the laboratory. A high-spectral-resolution
emissivity spectrum was measured at the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL) with the Nicolet spectrometer. Low spectral
measurements were carried out with the CIMEL CE-312-2
instrument in the laboratory of the Global Change Unit (Uni-
versity of Valencia) [25].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Application to VNIR Sensors With Low-Spectral TIR
Capabilities: AVHRR, AATSR, SEVIRI, MODIS, and TM5

Sensors with one or two TIR bands, such as AVHRR,
AATSR, or TM5, do not have the multispectral capabilities
required to apply the TES algorithm, so only the NDVITHM can
be applied. The same occurs with MODIS and SEVIRI sensors,
since, despite that they have a priori TIR bands enough to apply
the TES algorithm, not all of them are located in the proper TIR
spectral region (TES algorithm requires at least four TIR bands
located in atmospheric windows to provide satisfactory results).

Fig. 1. Filter functions for the field radiometers. (a) CIMEL CE 312-1.
(b) CIMEL CE 312-2.

The NDVITHM was first developed and applied to AVHRR
data over a study area located in Morocco [13]. A compari-
son between NDVITHM, TISI, and DNM applied to AVHRR
data over the Iberian Peninsula was presented in [29], the
NDVITHM providing similar results than the others. NDVITHM

and AVHRR imagery included in the Pathfinder AVHRR Land
database has also been used over the whole European continent
[30]. The method was applied to MODIS data acquired over
the Iberian Peninsula in [31], and it has been compared to the
MODIS DNM algorithm by [32]. The conclusion of this last
study is that the NDVITHM provides almost the same results
than the ones derived from the MODIS DNM algorithm, being
the first one easier to implement.

NDVITHM has been also adapted to AATSR and SEVIRI
data, but no validation or intercomparison against other meth-
ods has been performed until now. The application of the
NDVITHM to TM data acquired over the Requena–Utiel site
(Valencia, Spain) was analyzed in [33], and the results were
compared against in situ measurements using the box method.
The root mean square error (rmse) obtained was below 0.01.
NDVITHM has also been applied to TM data acquired over the
Barrax area.

Table IV shows the different expressions involved in the
NDVITHM that have been successfully applied to the previously
mentioned operational sensors. Some of these expressions have
been previously published, whereas others are presented in this
paper for the first time.
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TABLE IV
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE NDVITHM ADAPTED TO DIFFERENT

OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SENSORS. FOR THOSE EQUATIONS PREVIOUSLY

PUBLISHED, THE REFERENCE IS GIVEN IN SQUARE BRACKETS. IN THE

CASE OF THE TM SENSOR, THE REFERENCE ONLY

REFERS TO THE CASE 0.2 ≤ NDVI ≤ 0.5

B. Application to High-Spectral VNIR Sensors Without
TIR Bands: CHRIS

Even when a certain sensor does not have TIR bands, land
surface emissivity can be retrieved with the NDVITHM or
SNDVITHM, since they only require VNIR bands. The par-
ticularization to a TIR band is achieved when the different
laboratory spectra used for estimation of soil and vegetation
emissivities is averaged according to the considered TIR-band
filter function. Let us to consider the simplified expression
given by (5). If the cavity term is neglected, it is possible to
estimate the surface emissivity in a very simple way

ελ = εvλPV + εsλ (1 − PV ) . (10)

Therefore, one can propose expressions of ε as a function of
PV for different TIR bands, but PV can be estimated from other
sensors. Note that (10) provides ε = εs when Pv = 0 and ε =
εv when PV = 1, which is precisely the SNDVITHM given by
(9). However, PV can be estimated from VNIR data using other
methods than those based on NDVI estimations.

Taking advantage of the availability of two CHRIS images
acquired during SPARC-2003 (July 12 and 14 ), which were
atmospherically corrected and converted into reflectivities [34],
we analyzed the accuracy of other methods for PV retrieval,
as well as the impact of the PV accuracy on surface emis-
sivity estimated from (10). The methods tested were the use
of the Variable Atmospherically Resistant Index (VARIgreen),
as proposed by [35], and Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA)
techniques, such as the Linear Spectral Unmixing (LSU).

The VARIgreen was proposed to solve the saturation prob-
lems of the NDVI for high vegetation covers. This index is
computed in a similar way to that of the NDVI, but using green
and red reflectivities. It is designed to be obtained from top-of-
atmosphere values, so it also includes the blue reflectivities to
account for the atmospheric effects

VARIgreen =
ρgreen − ρred

ρgreen + ρred − ρblue
. (11)

A linear relation between PV and VARIgreen was proposed in
[35], PV = 0.8475 VARIgreen + 0.2278, with a standard error

TABLE V
TEST OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR PROPORTION OF VEGETATION (PV)

RETRIEVAL OVER THE AGRICULTURAL AREA OF BARRAX. PSITU
V

REFERS TO IN SITU MEASUREMENTS USING HEMISPHERICAL

PHOTOGRAPHS, AND NDVICHRIS IS THE NDVI EXTRACTED FROM

THE PROBA–CHRIS IMAGE ACQUIRED AT NEAR-NADIR VIEW AND

USING BANDS 48 (0.852 µm) AND 25 (0.674 µm). STANDARD DEVIATION

IS GIVEN IN BRACKETS. METHODS TESTED ARE PNDVI
V , IN WHICH PV

IS RETRIEVED FROM THE SCALED NDVI (7), PLSU−AMEE
V , IN WHICH

PV IS RETRIEVED FROM A LINEAR SPECTRAL UNIMIXING USING THE

AMEE METHOD TO EXTRACT THE EMS, AND PLSU−MAP
V , WHICH USES

THE LINEAR SPECTRAL UNMIXING USING THE LAND-USE MAP TO

EXTRACT THE EMS. MEAN VALUE FOR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PV

ESTIMATED WITH THE METHODS AND THE ONE MEASURE

IN SITU (BIAS), WITH THE STANDARD DEVIATION (σ)
AND THE RMSE ARE ALSO GIVEN

of estimation of less than 10%. This equation was applied to
CHRIS images and tested against seven in situ values of PV

obtained using an hemispherical digital camera over different
crops (garlic, alfalfa, corn, sugarbeet, and potatoes, with PV

values ranging from 0.12 to 0.96, as it is shown in Table V)
[36]. The results obtained were not satisfactory, with an under-
estimation in the PV of 28%. This fact led us to find a new
relation using in situ measurements. In this case, the following
relation was obtained:

PV = 1.1330VARIgreen + 0.4340 (12)

with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.97 and a standard error
of estimation of 8%. These results suggest that, despite the
relation between PV and VARIgreen is accurate enough, it could
depend on the test site considered. For comparison, PV was
also retrieved using (7). Values of NDVIs = 0.11 and NDVIv =
0.83 were found from the NDVI histogram, and the test against
the in situ values provided an rmse of 15% (see Table V).

SMA technique has been developed in recent years to
extract land-cover information at a subpixels level. SMA
divides each ground resolution element into its constituent
materials using endmembers (EMs), which represent the
spectral characteristics of the cover types. When applied to
multispectral satellite data, the result is a series of images that
each is depicting the abundance of a cover type [37]. In the case
of CHRIS data, a simple linear-mixing model LSU has been
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TABLE VI
MEAN EFFECTIVE EMISSIVITIES FOR CIMEL 312-1 BANDS OBTAINED

FROM THE ASTER SPECTRAL LIBRARY FOR EACH SOIL CLASS AND FOR

VEGETATION. STANDARD-DEVIATION VALUES ARE GIVEN IN BRACKETS

used, in which only a few EMs are used to describe the surface
composition in each pixel of an image [38]. The reflectivity
spectra for each EM have been automatically extracted from
the image using the Automated Morphological Endmember
Extraction (AMEE) method [39], [40]. The AMEE method
extracted a total amount of ten EMs identified as vegetation,
clouds, bare soil, shadows, etc. PV values were extracted from
the abundance of the EM corresponding to vegetation (highest
NDVI). The test against in situ measurements provided an
rmse = 12% (Table V). It is also possible to select the EMs
using a land-cover map of the test site. For this purpose, we
selected only two EMs, corresponding to bare soil (PV = 0)
and potatoes (PV ∼ 1). In this way, the results are slightly
better, with an rmse = 9% according to the results presented
in Table V. The main constraint, in this case, is that a priori
knowledge of the field site is needed in order to extract the EMs.

Once the PV was retrieved from CHRIS VNIR data, land
surface emissivity maps were obtained from CHRIS images
using (10). For this purpose, different soil and vegetation
spectra extracted from the ASTER spectral library [41] were
considered. These spectra were averaged using the filter func-
tions corresponding to the CIMEL 312-1 and 312-2 instru-
ments described in Section III-C. Reasons for selecting CIMEL
instruments are the following: 1) these instruments are used
for field measurements, so emissivity maps particularized to
CIMEL bands could be used as a kind of in situ maps instead
of disperse emissivity measurements achieved with the box or
TES algorithm and 2) the five CIMEL 312-2 narrow bands are
in coincidence with the five TIR ASTER bands (CIMEL 312-2
bands 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2 are equivalent to ASTER bands 10, 11,
12, 13, and 14, with effective wavelengths of 8.43, 8.69, 9.15,
10.57, and 11.29 µm, respectively), and CIMEL 312-1 bands 3
(10.80 µm) and 2 (11.96 µm) are very similar to AVHRR
bands 4 (10.79 µm) and 5 (12.00 µm), respectively, so these
emissivity maps could be also used to compare values extracted
from ASTER or AVHRR imagery. Tables VI and VII show
mean emissivity values for different soils and vegetation sam-
ples particularized to CIMEL 312-1 and 312-2 bands. When
all the soils are considered, standard-deviation values for bands
located in the region between 8 and 9.5 µm are extremely high

TABLE VII
SAME AS TABLE VI BUT FOR THE CIMEL 312-2 BANDS. VALUES

FOR BAND 1 ARE NOT SHOWN, SINCE THIS BAND

IS THE SAME FOR BOTH CIMELS

TABLE VIII
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LAND SURFACE EMISSIVITY RETRIEVAL FROM

FVC (PV) VALUES ADAPTED TO EACH CIMEL BAND. IN BOTH CASES,
BAND 1 REFERS TO A BROAD BAND CHANNEL (8–14 µm)

(> 0.04), which indicates that a mean standard value for soil
cannot be considered in this spectral region. For this reason,
only the Inceptisol class has been considered in order to adapt
(10) to the CIMEL bands. This class show acceptable standard-
deviation values (< 0.02) in 8–9.5 µm, and it is the more
common soil class on the Earth’s surface. Therefore, when
a mean emissivity value for the Inceptisol class and a mean
value for the vegetation samples are considered, it is possible
to obtain the expressions included in Table VIII for ε retrieval
from PV values. As an example, Fig. 2 shows land surface
emissivity maps obtained for the CIMEL 312-2 bands using the
PV image obtained from CHRIS data with the LSU technique.

It should be noted that, according to the sensitivity analysis
presented in [42], the error on emissivity due to the error on PV,
e(PV ), when using (10) is given by the term (εv–εs) e(PV).
For example, considering CIMEL 312-2 band 4 (Table VII),
the difference between εv and εs for Inceptisols is 0.04. An
error of 0.15 in PV, as is the case when using the scaled NDVI,
contributes to the error on ε in 0.006, whereas an error of 0.10
in PV, as is approximately the case of the LSU, contributes in
0.004. Both quantities are similar and reasonably accepted as
low errors on emissivity, so despite that, LSU techniques are
expected to provide more accurate values than those based on
NDVI, both methods are accurate enough to apply the simple
expression given by (10).
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Fig. 2. Land surface emissivity maps obtained from CHRIS data over the
Barrax test site for the six CIMEL 312-2 thermal bands.

C. Application to VNIR Sensors With Multispectral TIR
Capabilities: Comparison Between TES and NDVITHM

From ASTER Data

Both NDVITHM and TES methods can be applied to sensors
with VNIR and multispectral TIR bands. This is the case of
ASTER, with three bands in the VNIR region and five TIR
bands, all of them located in atmospheric windows, as presented
in Section III-A. The existence of a sensor with the characteris-
tics required to apply NDVITHM and TES methods provides an
excellent opportunity to compare the two methods, since they
are applied to the same data under the same conditions. This
analysis was carried out using five ASTER images acquired
in 2000 and 2001 over the Barrax test site, which included
two ASTER Level-2 standard products: at surface VNIR re-
flectivities (AST-07) used to predict ε from NDVI, and surface
emissivities (AST-05) produced with the TES algorithm. A
detailed analysis of the results obtained is presented in [14].
In short, emissivities from VNIR data were estimated using
the SNDVITHM discussed in Section II-B [(9)]. Values for εs

were extracted from mean values of different samples included
in the Inceptisol class (see values given in Table VII), and a
constant value for εv of 0.99 was considered, thus leading to the
following expressions for ASTER TIR bands from 10 to 14:

ε10 = 0.946 + 0.044PV

ε11 = 0.949 + 0.041PV

ε12 = 0.941 + 0.049PV

ε13 = 0.968 + 0.022PV

ε14 = 0.970 + 0.020PV. (13)

NDVIv and NDVIs values needed to estimate Pv from (7) were
extracted from the NDVI histogram. Emissivities extracted
from ASTER images over fully vegetated areas (corn) and bare
soil were tested against values retrieved from ground-based
measurements using the CIMEL 312-2 and the TES algorithm.
The SNDVITHM provided rmse values lower than 0.005 for
fully vegetated areas and lower than 0.015 for bare soil, and the
TES method provided an rmse (0.01 over fully vegetated areas,
but rmse > 0.03 for bare soil). These results were obtained
because the accuracy of the TES is expected to decrease for
surface with low spectral contrast, as is the case of agricultural
areas, such as the Barrax site. However, the TES algorithm is
a priori applicable to any kind of natural surfaces, providing
also surface temperatures and with accurate results over
surface of high spectral contrast. Fig. 3 shows an example
of the ASTER emissivity maps obtained with the NDVI and
TES methods over Barrax. Note that ε from NDVI values
show higher resolution, since ASTER VNIR bands provide a
pixel size of 15 m versus the 90 m of the TIR bands. Noisy
appearance in the TES images are attributed to the scaling
problem discussed in [14]–[16].

D. Adaptation to Airborne Sensors: DAIS and AHS

NDVITHM and TES methods were adapted to DAIS and
AHS airborne-sensor characteristics. In the case of DAIS,
NDVITHM, TES, and NEM methods were compared from
imagery acquired over the Barrax area in the framework of
the DAISEX campaigns [43]. NDVITHM was applied using the
following expressions:

NDVI < 0.2,




ε74

ε75

ε76

ε77

ε78

ε79


 =




−0.378
−0.209
−0.094
−0.081
−0.063
−0.066


 ρ10 +




1.002
0.986
0.984
0.988
0.988
0.991




(14)

0.2 ≤ NDVI ≤ 0.5,




ε74

ε75

ε76

ε77

ε78

ε79


 =




0.963
0.972
0.982
0.985
0.987
0.988


 +




0.025
0.016
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002


PV

(15)

NDVI > 0.5, ε74 = ε75 = ε76 =ε77 =ε78 =ε79 =0.99
(16)
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Fig. 3. Emissivity imagery obtained from ASTER data over the Barrax test site in 2000 and 2001, using the SNDIVTHM (ε-NDVI) and the TES (ε-TES)
methods. RGB composites and NDVI are also displayed. Emissivity images correspond to ASTER TIR band 13 (10.66 µm).

Fig. 4. Land surface emissivity maps obtained from AHS band 75 (10.06 µm) using (left) the SNDVITHM and (right) TES methods. AHS images were acquired
on July 12, 2006 at 11:56 GMT over the Barrax area in the framework of the SEN2FLEX campaign. Pixel size is 2 m.

where ρ10 refers to DAIS band 10 (0.659 µm) located in the
red region. DAIS bands from 74 to 79 refer to the TIR bands
included in Table II. TES algorithm was adapted to DAIS
characteristics by finding a new relation between minimum
emissivity (εmin) and spectral contrast (MMD)

εmin = 0.984 − 1.062MMD. (17)

The comparison presented in [43] showed that differences be-
tween NDVITHM, TES, and NEM range from 1% to 2%, where
NDVITHM provides the best results for vegetated plots and
NEM provides the best results over bare soils. For this reason,
a hybrid method was proposed, using NEM when NDVI < 0.2
and NDVITHM when 0.2 ≤ NDVI ≤ 0.5 (a constant value of
0.99 was maintained for NDVI > 0.5).

The SNDVITHM has been applied to AHS data acquired in
the framework of the SEN2FLEX campaigns carried out in
Barrax [44]. For this purpose, the soil emissivities were ex-
tracted from the ε spectrum measured at the JPL with the Nico-

let Spectrometer [45] from one sample of bare soil collected at
the Barrax area. The expressions obtained are the following:




ε71

ε72

ε73

ε74

ε75

ε76

ε77

ε78

ε79

ε80




=




0.945
0.967
0.971
0.969
0.974
0.979
0.980
0.981
0.985
0.985




+




0.045
0.023
0.019
0.021
0.016
0.011
0.010
0.009
0.005
0.005




PV (18)

where AHS bands from 71 to 80 refer to the TIR bands included
in Table III.

Fig. 4 shows some examples of land surface emissivity maps
obtained from AHS data with the SNDVITHM and TES algo-
rithms over the Barrax area. Similarly to the maps presented
in Fig. 3 from ASTER data, TES images show again a noisy
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appearance. Land-surface temperature results from AHS have
been tested against in situ measurements in [44] and [46],
but no validation have been carried out with emissivity results
until now.

The feasibility of applying the NDVITHM to AHS data is
also explored in this section, albeit the discussion is presented
in terms of simulated data. We have focused on the case when
NDVI < NDVIs, which is a critical point on the method, since
not all the soils seem to provide a good correlation between
ε and ρ [32]. NDVITHM was first developed for low-spectral-
resolution sensors, so only one band located in the red region
was considered at first. However, one can consider linear com-
binations between all the bands located in the VNIR region.
Hence, in the case of AHS with bands from 1 to 20 located in
the VNIR, emissivities for pixels with NDVI < NDVIs could
be estimated as

εi = a
(0)
i +

20∑
k=1

a
(k)
i ρk (19)

where the subindex “i” refers to a certain AHS thermal band
(i = 71 and 80). Table IX shows the correlation coefficients,
and the standard errors of estimation corresponding to the
statistical fits when only AHS band 9 (red) is considered or
when the 20 AHS VNIR bands (19) are considered. The results
have been obtained with a total amount of 38 soil samples
extracted from the ASTER spectral library. It should be noted
that, when an extensive dataset of soil emissivities is consid-
ered, correlations are very low, and error for bands located in
the 8–9.5-µm region (bands from 71 to 74) are not satisfactory
(σ from 0.02 to 0.04). However, errors for bands located in the
10–13-µm region (from 75 to 80) are acceptable (σ < 0.01).
Both the correlation and the errors are significantly improved
when considering (19), with σ ranging between 0.011 and 0.018
for bands 71–74 and 0.002 and 0.006 for bands 75–80. These
preliminary results suggest that NDVITHM could be improved
by exploitation of multispectral VNIR capabilities, particularly
for emissivity retrieval from bands located in the 8–9.5-µm
region, in which surface emissivities show higher variations and
low correlations with only one band located in the red region.

V. CONCLUSION

Knowledge of surface emissivities from remote-sensing data
has two major interests: 1) as an input for accurate land-
surface-temperature estimates, particularly for low-resolution
sensors and 2) for terrestrial and planetary geologic studies, for
example, for mineral mapping [1], which can be only dealt from
multispectral/hyperspectral thermal data.

Land surface emissivity retrieval from satellite/airborne sen-
sors can be achieved using methods based on FVC estimations,
such as NDVITHM or its simplified form SNDVITHM, and also
using methods that require multispectral TIR capabilities to
solve the coupling between emissivity and temperature, as, for
example, the TES algorithm. Despite that other methods have
been published, the ones presented in this paper recover the
absolute surface emissivity and they avoid the use of nighttime
acquisitions.

TABLE IX
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (R) AND STANDARD ERRORS OF

ESTIMATION (σ) OBTAINED FOR THE RELATIONS BETWEEN AHS
EMISSIVITIES AT TIR BANDS 71–80, AND RED REFLECTIVITY (BAND 9),

AND ALSO BETWEEN EMISSIVITIES AND LINEAR COMBINATIONS

CONSTRUCTED WITH THE 20 AHS VNIR BANDS

The main advantages of the NDVITHM are as follows:
1) an accurate atmospheric correction is not needed when
using a scaled NDVI for estimation of the FVC and the NDVI
histogram for finding the NDVI thresholds (atmospheric cor-
rection is required when estimating soil emissivity from red
reflectivity); 2) it can be applied to sensors with only one TIR
band or even to sensors without TIR bands; and 3) higher reso-
lution emissivity maps can be obtained for sensors in which the
VNIR bands have higher spatial resolution than TIR bands. The
problems involved in the NDVITHM are that the knowledge of
soil emissivities are required in some cases and that it cannot be
applied to certain surfaces such as water, snow, ice, and rocks.
Some problems have also been found in the relation between
soil emissivities for bands located in the 8–9.5-µm region and
red reflectivities, which could be solved using multispectral
VNIR bands instead of using only one VNIR band located in
the red region. Applications for mineral mapping with very
high spatial resolution data are also limited, since the method
assumes that the surface is composed of soil and vegetation. It is
also recommended to recalculate the NDVI thresholds for each
site (for example, using the NDVI histogram), although global
values of 0.2 for soil and 0.5 for vegetation could be chosen, as
proposed in [13]. Over agricultural areas, higher NDVI values
for vegetation can been found, which is around 0.8.

The main advantages of the TES algorithm are as follows:
1) it provides surface temperature and emissivity, simulta-
neously, and 2) it is a priori applicable to any kind of natural
surface (also applicable to high spatial resolution data for
mineral mapping). On the contrary, the main disadvantages are
as follows: 1) an accurate atmospheric correction is needed
and 2) some problems have been found due to the classifi-
cation between pixels of low or high spectral contrast, which
causes artifactual discontinuities on the emissivity products.
TES algorithm cannot be applied to most operational sensors,
since it requires at least four TIR bands located in atmospheric
windows.
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Taking into account the advantages and disadvantages of
each method, a hybrid method could be developed to provide
accurate land surface emissivity products.
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